INTER HOUSE HINDI DEBATE COMPETITION

An Inter-house Hindi Debate Competition for classes VII and VIII was held on 15 July, 2019. The topic of the debate was “क्या तकनीकी प्रगति में खो गया है चारित्रिक उत्थान?”

The aim of the competition was to hone public speaking skills of the students and teach them to be articulate while expressing their thoughts and opinions. From each house there were three participants, one each “for” the motion and “against” the motion and one for interjection. The highlight of the event was the question answer round, where all the speakers confidently and aptly answered all the questions asked by the witty and vivacious interjectors. The session was a kaleidoscope of opinions, thoughts, ideas and perspectives that definitely enhanced the knowledge of the students.

Winners:

| Prize        | Participant(s)                  | Class  | House  
|--------------|---------------------------------|--------|--------
| I Prize      | Ishita Sharma, Saina Kumar      | VII B  | Neeti House 
|              |                                 | VIII H |        
| II Prize     | Prachi Sharma                   | VII E  | Jagriti House 
| III Prize    | Vaibhav Manchanda               | VIII A | Kirti House 
| Best Interjector | Hardik Srivastava              | VII B  | Kirti House |